
Solving the Exporter Mystery of the Month 
July 2017 Mystery – International Pricing Strategy 

 
July’s mystery was how should I price for international markets? 

Reward Active Partners 
DEC member and export expert Michel Locquegnies of Mark-Tech International suggests to not simply 
focus on volume pricing since that will lead to limited success in only large markets. Small countries with 
small market opportunities can never achieve the volume needed to good pricing. He instead suggests 
to offer the best pricing to preferred partners that engage with the manufacturer and are willing to 
promote the brand. The price offered should be the same without consideration for size of market or 
volume. Other customers that don’t engage get a higher price. 

Consider the Costs 
When starting to export overseas via eCommerce channels it is important to consider the full cost of 
doing business online. Some things to keep in mind include: 

- What will your product’s full landed costs (includes customs & duties) be? 
- What do competitor products sell for overseas? 
- Additional costs like financial, promotional, and market product requirements. 

Some eCommerce products are more suited for export than others, so it is important to evaluate the 
margins you seek, after subtracting the costs of getting the product to the buyer. Keeping in mind what 
competitors are charging for a similar product can help get a general idea of this and the information 
can easily be obtained by comparing products and prices online like any buyer would do. For an in-depth 
webinar covering costs and pricing, click here. 

Monitor the Strength/Weakness of U.S. Dollar 
It is also important to monitor the strength and weakness of the U.S. dollar. Depending on the product 
and the market little profit may be possible from a sale, but you can take some practical, common sense 
actions to help manage the impact of a strong dollar on your pricing and profit. These include: 

- Work with your international customers to ease the burden of a stronger dollar and their 
weaker currencies. Consider passing along to your international customers the savings you 
realize from lower product input and transportation costs. 

- Take advantage of Free Trade Agreements and develop additional customers in the 20 
countries that have low or no duties on qualifying U.S. goods. 

- Price your goods in your customer’s foreign currency, and use hedging to keep the exchange 
rate fluctuation costs to a minimum. 

- Keep communication channels with your buyers open. Communicate with them even more 
frequently to learn about changes in their marketplace, and what you can do to maintain their 
business.  

http://www.export-u2.com/WEBINARS/4_-Costing/4_-costing.html

